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ABSTRACT 

Adaptation to altered gravity levels has been a concern from the beginning of human spaceflight. 
Sensorimotor function is altered during gravitational transitions, which is regularly accompanied by space motion 
sickness, and impacts astronaut performance and operation. It is paramount that astronauts have accurate perception 
and control of the vehicle during and after gravitational transitions, which often occur during critical mission phases 
such as landing or docking. We aim to quantify sensorimotor adaptation during altered-gravity transitions by 
utilizing a short-radius centrifuge to create a hyper-gravity environment. Furthermore, we are conducting 
experiments to understand how pre-training and promethazine application may reduce the severity of sensorimotor 
impairment and space motion sickness during gravitational transitions.  

On initial exposure to hyper-gravity humans tend to overestimate roll tilt, which is commonly referred to as 
the G-Excess Illusion. When a rapid roll tilt is made on Earth, both the semicircular canal and otolith signals agree 
with the change in roll tilt angle. However, in hyper-gravity, the same roll tilt would lead to a sensory conflict 
between the signals deriving from the semicircular canal and otolith signals. Although the semicircular canals 
indicate the same change in roll tilt, the otoliths are stimulated with a greater shear force than when the same tilt is 
made on Earth. As a consequence, humans overestimate roll tilt on initial exposure to hyper-gravity. Humans adapt 
to these discrepancies by reinterpreting the semicircular and otolith signals after sufficient exposure to the altered 
gravity environment. We hypothesize that individuals have an innate capacity for adaptation to an altered gravity. 
Furthermore, we hypothesize that this innate capacity allows us to predict individual differences in adaptability to 
one altered gravity environment by measuring adaptation in another altered gravity environment.  

We are conducting an experiment to test whether an individual’s adaptation rate in one altered gravity 
environment can be predicted by an individual’s adaptation rate in a different gravity environment. We first measure 
the individual’s adaptation rate in one gravity environment. Next, we measure the adaptation rate of the same 
subjects in a different gravity environment. We expect to find a correlation between the adaptation rates measured in 
the two gravity environments. Subjects perform two tasks to quantify sensorimotor performance in hyper-gravity: a 
subjective orientation task and a closed-loop manual control task. In the subjective orientation task, subjects report 
their orientation during passive roll tilts. In the manual control task, subjects actively control their own roll tilt and 
keep themselves upright by attempting to null a disturbance on roll tilt. In addition, motion sickness reports are 
recorded during both tasks. It is likely that the experience of having adapted to the first gravity condition impacts 
adaptation to the second gravity condition. To minimize these carryover effects we provide extended breaks between 
testing the two conditions for each subject. Furthermore, to minimize interference between both tasks, one group of 
subjects performs the subjective orientation task while another group performs the manual control task. 

This experiment is the first in a series of five experiments to develop a pre-adaptation training and 
pharmacological protocol to reduce the severity of sensorimotor impairment and space motion sickness during 
gravitational transitions. 
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